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Abstract: This study evaluates the potential use of the Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) for
snowfall detection in the Arctic. Using two years of colocated MHS and CloudSat observations,
we develop an algorithm that is able to detect up to 90% of the most intense snowfall events
(snow water path ≥400 g m−2) and 50% of the weak snowfall rate events (snow water path
≤50 g m−2). The brightness temperatures at 190.3 GHz and 183.3 ± 3 GHz, the integrated water
vapor, and the temperature at 2 m are identified as the most important variables for snowfall detection.
The algorithm tends to underestimate the snowfall occurrence over Greenland and mountainous
areas (by as much as −30%), likely due to the dryness of these areas, and to overestimate the snowfall
occurrence over the northern part of the Atlantic (by up to 30%), likely due to the occurrence of mixed
phase precipitation. An interpretation of the selection of the variables and their importance provides
a better understanding of the snowfall detection algorithm. This work lays the foundation for the
development of a snowfall rate quantification algorithm.

Keywords: snowfall; Arctic; passive microwaves; CloudSat; machine learning

1. Introduction

Snowfall is a major component in the Earth’s climate system, especially at high latitudes. Snow on
the surface insulates the land or ocean from the atmosphere and represents an important source
of freshwater that is available during the melting season. Climate change is expected to cause
modifications to the Arctic hydrological cycle. Modifications such as a decrease in the snow cover extent
and duration could lead to changes in precipitation patterns. An increase in the total precipitation
over land has been observed in the Arctic during the last few decades [1], and an increase in the
cold-season precipitation of 30–50% is projected by climate models over the Arctic Ocean by the end of
the century [2]. In addition, the snowfall to rainfall fraction is expected to decrease, leading to a rainier
Arctic [3], primarily due to the increase in the mean temperature. Unfortunately, the sparse network of
in situ observations in the Arctic limits our ability to study this change because the current network is
insufficient to provide an accurate characterization of the precipitation distribution, especially snowfall,
which is particularly challenging to measure [4,5].

Satellite remote sensing is already able to provide insightful and global meteorological
information, such as humidity and temperature, with high accuracy [6]; however, more work is
needed regarding the characterization of the hydrological cycle, especially with respect to precipitation
retrieval. Microwave frequencies, ranging between 0.3 GHz and 300 GHz, have been extensively
used to observe precipitation due to their interactions with hydrometeors, their independence of
daylight conditions, and their capacity to probe through non-precipitating clouds. In particular,
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the Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR), launched in 2006 on board CloudSat, has proven to be the best
sensor to date for detecting and quantifying snowfall at high latitudes [7–9]. However, the orbital
frequency of CloudSat and the narrow swath of CPR are limitations for snowfall monitoring. Moreover,
CloudSat has suffered from a battery issue since 2011, restricting its measurements to daylight only.
A complementary approach could be to use passive microwave (PMW) instruments such as the
Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS). Indeed, such instruments are sensitive to snowfall and have
been included on board numerous satellites since 1999, encompassing a swath of 2000 km. While
PMW has been extensively used to retrieve rainfall [10–13], less effort has been devoted to snowfall
detection and quantification, which, as such, currently remain some of the most complicated challenges
in weather observation [14,15].

In studies addressing how to detect and retrieve snowfall from microwave sounders, it has
been shown that high-frequency channels (>89 GHz) are sensitive to frozen hydrometeors because
scattering by snowflakes induces a brightness temperature (BT) decrease (e.g., [16–19]). The impacts
of environmental conditions on snowfall detection have been analyzed (e.g., [20]), and it has
been shown that snowfall detection is easier when conditions are sufficiently moist and warm.
However, several difficulties may arise and complicate snowfall retrieval. Snow on the ground is
associated with a low BT similar to that of the snowfall signature, resulting in a complex distinction
between snow on the ground and precipitating snowflakes [21,22]. Moreover, snow microphysics
is complex due to the variety of snowflake shapes, sizes, and density, which can alter the radiative
properties of the frozen hydrometeors and, therefore, substantially influence the interpretation of the
measured signal [23]. At high microwave frequencies, emission from liquid water in clouds can mask
the BT decrease due to snowflakes [20,22,24,25]. This impact depends on the relative altitude of both
the snow and liquid water layers, as well as the liquid and solid water amounts [26].

Based on these findings, snowfall retrieval algorithms using PMW have been developed primarily
for latitudes lower than 65◦N. For example, the amount of information useful for snowfall detection
in each of the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Microwave Imager (GMI) channels was
investigated by You et al. [27]. They focused on snowfall over land using GMI and radar observations in
the Ka band (35 GHz) from March 2014-December 2015. They concluded that 166 GHz is indispensable
for snowfall detection because it captures the scattering signature well. Liu and Seo [22] developed
a statistical approach to detect snowfall in North America over land. Using four years of CPR and
MHS data, they created look-up tables to develop their snowfall detection algorithm. Even though
their method showed a positive response for the examined cases, its performance decreases with
temperature, possibly due to a significant increase in the amount of ground contamination under
cold conditions. Based on two years of CPR data, the GMI polarization signal at 166 GHz and
the environmental conditions, Rysman et al. [28] developed an algorithm for snowfall detection
(with a probability of detection of 0.83) and quantification (with a relative bias of −18%), as well
as for supercooled water detection. Excluding the surface condition variables, they identified the
temperature and the integrated humidity as the optimal environmental variables. Cases of supercooled
droplet occurrence and low snowfall intensity remain difficult to retrieve, even though 45% of the
lightest events are detected. These studies (as well as others, e.g., [15,29]) demonstrate that snowfall
detection and quantification using PMW is possible at latitudes below 65◦N and that it is important to
consider the environmental variables.

In a polar environment, additional difficulties arise from elevated, as well as dry and cold
areas. Weighting functions of PMW sounders in polar environments have larger values closer to
the ground than at mid-latitudes due to the lower humidity and temperature. This may increase
the previously-mentioned difficulties and, in particular, lead to increased surface contamination,
which could entirely mask any signal from snowfall events. Surface contamination may occur more
frequently in high-altitude areas because the width of the atmosphere is decreased. In addition,
light snowfall rates represent an important part of the snowfall rate distribution [7,30], particularly
over the Arctic Ocean and Greenland, and are associated with weak BT decreases [31,32].
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To the best of our knowledge, only one study [33] has focused on snowfall retrieval at very high
latitudes. Surussavadee and Staelin [33] developed a quantification algorithm for rainfall and snowfall
based on the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) (-A and -B), which includes the Arctic.
They used an inversion method based on the MM5 mesoscale model, the TBSCATradiative transfer
model, and a radiative model for snowflakes, as well as neural networks. Despite the good agreement
of the method with precipitation amounts from rain gauges, their algorithm cannot be applied to
elevated areas (e.g., Greenland) or cold tropospheric temperatures. As such, precipitation in the Arctic
can only be observed five months a year. In a case-by-case evaluation using CPR, they pointed out
that AMSU has a low sensitivity to hydrometeors above 2 km, and that many false snowfall detections
are observed.

This study explores the snowfall detection capability of MHS at high latitudes between 2007 and
2008 using CloudSat observations as a reference. The objective is to investigate the potential of PMW
measurements to detect snowfall at very high latitudes. First, we analyze Arctic snowfall cases to
understand the conditions under which BTs are sensitive to snowfall. Second, we develop a snowfall
detection algorithm based on the random forest algorithm and evaluate its performance and prediction
capabilities. Then, we identify and interpret the conditions for which the algorithm can detect snowfall
using a single decision tree.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the MHS and CloudSat observations,
the co-located database, and the decision tree and random forest methods. Section 3 presents the Arctic
snowfall cases, the development of the snowfall detection algorithm, its prediction capabilities, and
its interpretation. Section 4 discusses the advantages and limitations of our approach, and Section 5
concludes with the findings of our study.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. The Microwave Humidity Sounder

MHS is a cross-track scanning radiometer operating at five microwave frequencies between
89 GHz and 190 GHz (Table 1), which are hereafter referred to by their respective channel numbers.
MHS has a scanning angle of approximately ±52◦, resulting in a swath width of ∼2180 km. At nadir,
its footprint measures approximately 16 km × 16 km. MHS is flying on board several platforms;
however, we only considered the NOAA-18 observations here because they are coincident in time
with those of CloudSat.

Table 1. Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) channels’ characteristics.

Channel Central Frequency (GHz)

1 89.0
2 157.0
3 183.311 ± 1.0
4 183.311 ± 3.0
5 190.311

Channels 1 and 2 are window channels that observe the Earth’s surface and detect water
vapor in the lowest layers of the atmosphere (e.g., [34]). These two channels have been used to
retrieve rainfall rates based on their sensitivity to solid hydrometeors inside vertically-extended
clouds [10,35]. Channels 3, 4, and 5 are close to the water vapor absorption line at 183.31 GHz and
provide measurements of the specific humidity and other humidity-related variables (e.g., integrated
water vapor) at several levels of the atmosphere. They are designed to measure the atmospheric water
vapor profile from the Channel 3 sounding altitude down to the Channel 5 sounding altitude. At these
frequencies, the wavelength is close to the size of the hydrometeors, resulting in a high sensitivity
to precipitation.
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The level of sounding of each channel primarily varies as a function of the temperature, pressure,
and water vapor concentration. The impact of the ground surface is negligible at low and mid-latitudes,
e.g., [17], but can be important at high latitudes, as shown in Figure 1. Consequently, clear-sky
weighting functions for the MHS channels for a polar atmosphere (over Svalbard) were computed
for January and July 2007. Monthly mean vertical profiles of the temperature, specific humidity, and
pressure from the 0.75◦ grid ERA-Interim were used in addition to the surface parameters (such as
the surface type and emissivity). The weighting functions were calculated using Radiative Transfer
for TOVS (RTTOV) Version 12 [36] for the nadir view and were smoothed with a polynomial function.
January presents cold and dry environmental conditions, whereas July is warmer and wetter. The peak
altitudes of the weighting functions are lower under cold and dry conditions than under warmer and
wetter conditions. Indeed, for a dry and cold environment, Channel 5 is clearly influenced by surface
emissions, while Channel 4 only partially observes emissions from the surface. Note that, conversely,
for a warmer and wetter atmosphere, Channel 5 is the only frequency near 183 GHz that is even slightly
affected by ground emissions (with a peak altitude near 2 km). Therefore, in the Arctic, the surface
may impact the lowest channels near 183 GHz under clear-sky and dry conditions, which may result
in severe limitations for the instrument (see Section 3.2.2).

Figure 1. Clear-sky weighting functions for the MHS channels for a polar atmosphere (over Svalbard)
in (a) January and (b) July 2007. The weighting functions were calculated using RTTOV Version 12 for
the nadir view and then smoothed with a polynomial function.

2.2. The Cloud Profiling Radar Onboard CloudSat

CloudSat is a polar-orbiting satellite sounding up to 82◦N that was launched in April 2006. CPR
is an on-board nadir-looking radar at 94 GHz. It measures 125,240vm-thick vertical bins, with a
1.7 km × 1.4 km footprint. CPR probes the atmosphere with a low detection threshold (−28 dBz),
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which is effective to observe the shallow clouds and light precipitation rates typical of the Arctic.
Its along-track reflectivity profiles are used to create higher level products. In this study, we used the
2C-PRECIP-COLUMN R05 (2C-PC) [8] and 2C-SNOW-PROFILE R05 (2C-SP) [9] products. The 2C-PC
product includes surface and precipitation characteristics such as the surface type, precipitation
occurrence, and phase, with the phase determined using the temperature given by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational analysis. The 2C-SP product
contains data related to snowfall quantification such as the vertical distribution of the snowfall rate.
2C-PC allows solid phase precipitation to be detected, whereas 2C-SP provides the snowfall rate at the
surface and the vertical profile of the snow water content. Profiles detected as “snow certain”, “snow
possible”, or “no precipitation” by 2C-PC were taken into account in this study.

The lower parts of the CPR reflectivity profiles are contaminated due to ground scattering
and must be truncated. Therefore, 2C-SP removes the information in the two lowest bins over
the open ocean (up to approximately 500 m) and the four lowest bins over continental and frozen
surfaces including sea ice (up to approximately 1000 m), partially missing the shallowest snowfall
events. The CloudSat 2C-SP product includes quality control flags concerning the reliability of the
retrievals, including the variable “snow_retrieval_status”. In this study, CloudSat observations with a
snow_retrieval_status greater than 3 were excluded from the dataset because they are associated with
large uncertainties [9,37,38].

2.3. The Co-Located CPR-MHS Dataset

CPR and MHS were co-located for the period of 2007–2008, considering the CloudSat products
as references. Co-locating these two years of CPR and MHS observations resulted in ∼1 million
measurements. Profiles were co-located when the time difference between the two satellites was less
than 15 min and the scanning angle of the MHS pixels was between 0◦ and ±15◦. For these angles,
the footprint remains roughly similar to that at nadir (16 km × 16 km). Due to their different horizontal
resolutions, multiple CPR profiles were averaged over a single MHS measurement. If, for one MHS
pixel, CPR detected both snowfall and non-snowfall profiles, these profiles were removed from
the database.

For each co-located profile, several environmental variables were included, as described in
Table 2. A combined product of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) and
CPR, called DARDAR [39], was used to indicate the presence of icy hydrometeors that may not have
been detected by 2C-SP. Environmental variables, such as the humidity and temperature profiles, were
taken from the ECMWF-AUX products [40], which are auxiliary products of CloudSat. These files
contain operational ECMWF data interpolated to the location of each CloudSat profile. The sea
ice concentration (SIC) was obtained for each profile from the National Snow and Ice Data Center
(NSIDC) algorithm (AE_SI12 Version 15) using the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for
EOS (AMSR-E) [41].

Table 2. Summary of the products used in this study. AUX, auxiliary; AMSR-E, Advanced Microwave
Scanning Radiometer for EOS.

Name Main Variables Reference

MHS Brightness temperature (BT) [42]
2C-PRECIP-COLUMN Occurrence, phase, and likelihood of precipitation [8]
2C-SNOW-PROFILE Snowfall rates and snow water content [9]

ECMWF-AUX Temperature, pressure, and specific humidity [40]
DARDARMASK Cloud type and ice water content [39]

AMSR-E L3 Sea ice concentration [41]

The latitudinal distribution of the profiles as a function of the type of precipitating event is
presented in Figure 2. Three distinct types of events were identified: snowfall-only, solid hydrometeors
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(mostly ice) without snowfall at the ground/, and clear-sky conditions. Snowfall at the ground was
determined using CloudSat 2C-SP, while the presence of solid hydrometeors was deduced from the
DARDAR MASKproduct. Profiles characterized by DARDAR MASK as “others” (such as aerosol and
dust) and “unknown” were removed from the dataset. The number of profiles increases with latitude
due to the quasi-polar orbit of CloudSat. The detected snowfall profiles represent approximately 13%
of all profiles, while clear-sky profiles and non-precipitating ice profiles represent nearly 10% and
approximately 77% of all profiles, respectively.

Figure 2. Frequency as a function of latitude for different types of events detected for all profiles of the
2007–2008 Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR)-MHS dataset.

2.4. Decision Tree and Random Forest

A decision tree classifier [43] aims to cluster a full dataset into different subsets, each including
only one class, using binary splits on the input variables. At each step, the decision tree selects the
best variable and threshold that allow the dataset to be split between two classes (here, snowfall and
non-snowfall). This process is reproduced for each subsequent subset until either all cases in a node
fall into the same class or the maximum tree development is reached. In this study, the decision tree
was used as a tool to interpret the selection of the random forest variables and to understand under
which conditions snowfall can statistically be detected.

The random forest (RF) algorithm [44] combines numerous decision trees, each one operating
on a random sample of the full dataset split by randomly-chosen variables. Then, the RF averages
the outputs of all the trees for a final result. For a classification problem, each tree casts a vote for the
predicted class depending on the input variables, and then, the RF returns a statistical probability
of snowfall occurrence based on all the votes. If the probability of snowfall for a given pixel is
above 0.5, the algorithm classifies the pixel as depicting snowfall. Due to its random process and
the large number of trees that can be used, RF algorithms have a low probability of overfitting [45].
Consequently, the depth of each tree and the maximum number of nodes are generally maximized in
RF algorithms.
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3. Results

First, we tried to detect a systematic BT signature associated with snowfall events using a threshold
approach. The BT distribution as a function of the type of event was computed for Channel 3 (Figure 3).
BT overlaps exist between all types of events, indicating that it is impossible to distinguish snowfall
cases from non-snowfall cases using a simple threshold method. The same behavior was observed at
the other MHS frequencies. The snowfall signal is unclear because BT combines the impacts of both the
surface and the atmosphere. The snowfall cases presented in the next section help reveal the different
contributions from these impacts and the snowfall to the BT.

Figure 3. Number of occurrences as a function of the BT (K) at 190.3 GHz for the different types of
detected events.

3.1. Arctic Case Studies

3.1.1. 30 November 2007 over Siberia

The first case took place on 30 November 2007 over sea ice in northern Siberia.
CloudSat cross-section and co-located MHS measurements are plotted in Figure 4. The upper panel
presents vertical profiles of the snowfall rates retrieved by 2C-SP, and the lower panel presents the
co-located MHS BT measured at high frequencies. The red line in the upper panel represents the
integrated water vapor (IWV). The maximum snowfall rate reached 2.5 mm h−1 at approximately
4 km, and the snowfall was very weak up to 10 km. During this event, IWV ranged from 12 kg m−2–14
kg m−2. A strong BT decrease of approximately 15 K was observed at 190.3 GHz, as well as a smaller
decrease of approximately 5 K at 183.3 ± 3 GHz. This signal is due to scattering by solid hydrometeors.
In Figure 5, the full-swath BT measurements are shown at the MHS frequencies near 183.3 GHz with
the snow water path (SWP) indicated along the CloudSat track in the left panel. Along the CloudSat
track, the BT is at a local minimum when SWP is at a local maximum. Interestingly, no signal was
noted at 183.3 ± 1 GHz, which may sound too high into the atmosphere, i.e., above the altitude of high
snowfall rates.
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Figure 4. Co-located observations of CloudSat and MHS (on NOAA-18) along the CloudSat track over
a snowfall event located north of Siberia on 30 November 2007. (a) Snowfall rate profiles (mm h−1,
left axis) from CloudSat 2C-SP. The red line corresponds to integrated water vapor (IWV) (kg m−2,
right axis) from ECMWF-AUX. (b) Co-located BT (K) measurements from MHS for 183.3 ± 1 GHz,
183.3 ± 3 GHz, and 190.3 GHz.

Figure 5. BT (K) measured by MHS for 183.3 ± 1 GHz, 183.3 ± 3 GHz, and 190.3 GHz (from left to
right). The black line indicates the CloudSat overpass seen in Figure 4, while the black dot shows the
beginning of the track. In the left panel, the CloudSat track shows snow water path (SWP) (g m−2).

3.1.2. 29 March 2007 over the Barents Sea

The second snowfall event occurred on 29 March 2007 over the Barents Sea and is plotted in
Figure 6. The cloud top height reached approximately 8 km, and the maximum snowfall rates were
located between 2 km and 4 km with values of up to 2 mm h−1.

As shown in the upper panel of Figure 6, IWV increased from 2 kg m−2–7 kg m−2 between
80◦N 47◦E and 77◦N 30◦E and stayed constant southward. Between 80◦N and 78◦N, the BT at
190.3 GHz increased from 230 K–250 K, following the atmospheric water vapor gradient. Note that
SIC decreased between 79◦N and 78◦N, leaving an ice-free ocean to the south (not shown).
From 78◦N–76.4◦N, the BT remained constant for all frequencies. Only slight variations in BT were
observed at 190.3 GHz, close to the most intense snowfall rates. Southward of 76.4◦N, the BT at all
frequencies suddenly increased by ∼10–15 K. The spatial distribution of this increase can be distinctly
observed southward of 76◦N and westward of 30◦E in Figure 7. This increase in BT was observed
for all three frequencies around 183 GHz, which indicates that this wetter air mass was vertically
expanded and experienced an abrupt change in SWP, as highlighted by the CloudSat 2C-SP track.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but for the snowfall event located over the Barents Sea on 29 March 2007.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 5, but for the second snowfall case presented in Figure 6. The SWP color bar
scale is different from that in Figure 5.

Unlike the first snowfall event, no significant BT decrease was observed in the presence of snowfall.
Note the stable BT between 78◦N and 76.4◦N and the sudden increase in BT at lower latitudes. A likely
explanation for this is that the PMW measurements were masked due to the surface temperature
from the open ocean between 78◦N and 76.4◦N, which is warmer than that of sea ice. The distinct BT
increase took place where the snowfall stops while above open water. In the northern part of this event
(north of 79.3◦N, left of the figure), the lower BT at 190 GHz than at 183.3 ± 3 GHz and 183.3 ± 1 GHz
was likely due to a partial contamination from the frozen ground related to the low humidity.

These two examples illustrate two typical snowfall situations in the Arctic. Analyzing the
environmental conditions, we recorded a decrease in the BT due to scattering by snowflakes and no BT
modification due to the masking effect of emissions from a warmer surface. This highlights the strong
need to take into account environmental conditions in association with the BT to detect snowfall in the
Arctic. In the next section, using these results, we develop a snowfall detection algorithm using the
important environmental variables.

3.2. Snowfall Detection Algorithm

An RF method [44] was used to create a snowfall detection algorithm. In our case, RF returns a
statistical probability of snowfall depending on the input variables. The following nine variables were
provided to the RF: BT for all frequencies, IWV (kg m−2), the temperature at 2 m above the ground
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(T2m, K), the surface type (ST), and SIC. All integrated variables were considered between 12,000 m
and the CPR near-surface bin height, that is ∼500 or 1000 m above oceans or continents, respectively.

First, we evaluate the RF performance for predicting snowfall events. Then, we present a single
decision tree to analyze the variable selection used in RF. The environmental variables and associated
thresholds that most effectively split the dataset between snowfall and non-snowfall profiles are then
interpreted to understand the processes operating inside the snowfall detection algorithm.

3.2.1. Snowfall Prediction Performances

In this section, RF is used to predict the class of each pixel. To do so, our dataset was randomly split
into training and test datasets, containing 80% and 20%, respectively, of all the profiles. The training
dataset was used to train the RF, and then, the trained algorithm was applied to the test dataset to
evaluate its performance. The RF algorithm was run with the number of trees ranging from 1–300. We
chose to use 100 trees because this number of trees yields the best performance, and no significant
improvements appeared when adding more trees. Results from this evaluation are presented below.

In Table 3, the confusion matrix for the test profiles from RF shows a similar proportion of false
negatives (10.2% of all profiles, 14% of non-snowfall profiles) and false positives (8.7% of all profiles,
34% of snowfall profiles). The probability of detection (POD) was approximately 0.62; the false alarm
rate was 0.34; and the Heidke skill score (HSS) was 0.51. An HSS of 0.51 can be interpreted as 51% of
the correct classification not being due to chance, and the POD of 0.62 testifies to the good snowfall
detection capability of our algorithm.

Table 3. Confusion matrix for the RF algorithm: total number of cases with the percentage values
in parentheses.

Predicted Reference

No Snowfall Snowfall

No snowfall 136,016 (64.5%) 21,503 (10.2%)

Snowfall 18,316 (8.7%) 35,056 (16.6%)

Here, the SWP value used to identify snowfall events in the CPR-MHS dataset was employed
to evaluate the detection skill of the algorithm. As can be seen in Figure 8, POD increased with SWP;
it exceeded 0.8 from approximately 200 g m−2 and reached 0.9 above 400 g m−2. However, note that
SWP in the coincident database had a range of 0–1000 g m−2 with 90% of all profiles below 220 g m−2.
This result demonstrates that the RF algorithm had a greater ability to detect intense snowfall than
weak snowfall events.

The snowfall occurrence from the MHS algorithm obtained for the test profiles is shown over a
1◦ latitude × 2◦ longitude grid in Figure 9a. The percentage of snowfall occurrence is defined as the
number of algorithm-detected snowfall profiles divided by the total number of profiles. The highest
snowfall occurrences were located in the Greenland and the Barents Seas (up to 80%), as well as in the
Labrador Sea (southwest of Greenland, ∼60%) and central Siberia (∼50%). The snowfall occurrence
differences between the test profiles from CloudSat and those from the MHS algorithm are plotted
in Figure 9b and ranged between −25% and 30%, with the 25 and 75 percentiles at approximately
−3% and 7%, respectively. The mean snowfall occurrence difference of 4% indicates a slightly higher
snowfall occurrence observed by CloudSat than that retrieved by the MHS algorithm. Such a small
difference is expected because RF was trained with the CloudSat dataset. While the snowfall occurrence
differences were small over sea ice and the Arctic Ocean, these differences show high variability over
continental areas. Further, the MHS algorithm tended to underestimate the snowfall occurrence
compared to CloudSat over the Greenland ice sheet and the Alaska Range (by as much as −30%),
likely due to the extreme dryness of these areas. Meanwhile, the algorithm overestimated the snowfall
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occurrence over the North Atlantic (by up to 30%), likely due to the occurrence of mixed phase
precipitation. As a consequence, the mean snowfall occurrences need to be interpreted with caution in
these regions.

Figure 8. Probability of detection (POD) as a function of SWP with logarithmically-scaled bins in red.
The blue line corresponds to the number of observations in each bin plotted on a logarithmic axis.

Figure 9. (a) The snowfall occurrence obtained using the MHS algorithm. The snowfall occurrence
is defined as the number of algorithm-detected snowfall profiles divided by the total number of
profiles (%) over a 1◦ latitude × 2◦ longitude grid. Grey cells are plotted where no data are available.
(b) Differences between the snowfall occurrence (%) of CloudSat and that retrieved (%) by the RF
algorithm using MHS. Profiles from the testing dataset were used and represent 20% of the entire
CPR-MHS dataset. Of the 210,891 profiles used, 56,668 were classified as snowfall profiles by CloudSat
and 52,871 were classified as snowfall profiles by MHS.

3.2.2. Importance of the Variables

The snowfall detection capability of the RF algorithm was evaluated in the previous section.
In this section, we analyze the importance of the variables as provided by the RF algorithm, and then,
this information is interpreted using a decision tree with the same input variables.

The importance of each variable is shown in Table 4. The most important variable for snowfall
detection was BT for Channel 5 (ch5), T2m , IWV, and Channel 4 (ch4) with a relative importance
between 0.20 and 0.13. All variables made a significant contribution, except SIC and ST (≤0.04).
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Table 4. Importance of each input variable given by the RF algorithm. Here, Channels 1–5 are denoted
by “ch” plus the channel number.

Variables ch5 T2m IWV ch4 ch2 ch3 ch1 SIC ST

Importance 0.20 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.02

A decision tree was provided with the same input variables as the snowfall detection algorithm
based on the RF algorithm to better understand how RF uses the input variables to classify snowfall
and non-snowfall events. This tree appears similar to those generated by the RF algorithm. The
structure of the tree (Figure 10a) illustrates the hierarchical selection operated by the tree, highlighting
the variables and thresholds that most effectively split the dataset. The final subsets are defined by
the conditions indicated for each input variable selected by the tree (for each split). Note that the tree
expansion was statistically limited to keep only the most relevant split; if a node did not lead to a
minimum improvement in the classification, then the split was not made, and the profiles in the node
were considered to be a final subset. As a consequence, the variables selected were also limited and
may not accurately reflect the importance reported by the snowfall detection algorithm. This point is
further discussed later in this section.

Figure 10. (a) Decision tree classifier with the environmental variables and BT as inputs. The percentage
of the number of snowfall cases with respect to the total number of profiles is shown for each leaf node.
Proportions greater than 50% are shown in green; otherwise, they are shown in red. (b) Proportion
of snowfall events in the “snowfall group” with respect to the total number of snowfall events as a
function of the season and the surface type.

The nodes and their physical meanings are explained below. The first node (ch5 ≤ 261 K) showed
that a low BT most effectively split the initial dataset between snowfall and no-snowfall cases. A low
BT may occur when hydrometeors scatter the signal or if the frequency measures emissions from the
frozen ground. The second node (Channel 2 (ch2) ≥ 216 K) was associated with the environmental
conditions and can be explained as follows. As stated in Section 2, the channel at 157 GHz is primarily
used to quantify water vapor and probes close to the ground (Figure 1). Both the atmosphere and
the surface contribute to these measurements. Therefore, low values of ch2 likely correspond to
contamination of the BT by emission from the frozen ground, which is linked to the low temperature at
the ground and the humidity, while high values likely correspond to a warmer and wetter atmosphere
with a reduced contribution from the surface emission. Most of the profiles with ch2 values below
the selected threshold occurred in a sufficiently cold and dry atmosphere to also contaminate the
signal at frequencies near 183 GHz and, therefore, were excluded. However, the decision tree may
remove some of the intense snowfall rate cases that induce a strong BT decrease in ch5 compared to
that in ch4. The third node (ch4 ≤ 251 K) expressed the same type of condition as the first node but
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for Channel 4. The last node (T2m ≥ 262 K) is a necessary condition to ensure that the temperature
(related to the maximum water vapor capacity of the air) is high enough to avoid ground contamination.
Even though this was partially achieved by the second node (ch2), T2m was still an effective variable
to split the dataset between snowfall and non-snowfall profiles with similar environmental conditions
and BTs. Note that the thresholds yielded by the tree were indicative, meaning that most, but not
all of the snowfall profiles occurred under the expressed conditions (i.e., some profiles with T2m
≥ 262 K might still be affected by ground emissions). When the following conditions are met: ch5
≤ 261 K, ch2 ≥ 216 K, ch4 ≤ 251 K, and T2m ≥ 262 K, this decision tree classifies a pixel as having
snowfall because there was statistically more snowfall than non-snowfall profiles (58%) in this subset
(hereafter called the “snowfall subset”). Two major differences can be noted with respect to the
importance of RF. First, the IWV importance was relatively high (0.16) in the RF algorithm; however,
IWV was not selected by the single decision tree due to the limited tree expansion. Indeed, IWV and
T2m are closely related in the atmosphere, meaning that using both variables may lead to redundant
information. Therefore, to avoid increasing the complexity without improving the classification, IWV
was not used in this tree configuration. Second, ch2 BT was considered to be more important in the
single decision tree than in RF. The low values of ch2 correspond to the contamination of the BT
by emission from the frozen ground, which is linked to the low temperature at the ground and the
humidity. However, ch2 BT may be impacted by other variables (e.g., droplets or cloud ice), while
T2m and IWV characterize the atmospheric state more precisely. Therefore, they were more indicative
in the RF algorithm, which is more precise than the single decision tree due to its multiple fully-grown
decision trees.

Note that the profiles inside the snowfall subset are not restricted to a specific area or season, but
are well distributed both spatially and temporally. In Figure 10b, the proportion of snowfall cases
over sea ice, oceans, and continents for each season with respect to the total number of snowfall
cases is presented. The highest proportions of snowfall cases were observed in autumn above sea
ice, continents, and the open ocean with values of 0.39, 0.36, and 0.29, respectively. In spring and
summer, similar proportions were observed over sea ice (∼0.27) and continents (∼0.22). In winter,
proportions of 0.11 and 0.09 were observed above sea ice and continents, respectively. Over the open
ocean, proportions of approximately 0.33 were observed in winter and spring, while in summer, this
proportion was approximately 0.17. This spatial and temporal distribution can be attributed to the fact
that these environmental conditions for snowfall detection were more likely to occur in autumn and
spring than in other seasons. Indeed, the humidity can be high; the temperature was not yet (or no
longer) too low; and intense snowfall events can occur. The 58% of snowfall profiles in the snowfall
subset corresponded to ∼27% of all the snowfall profiles and represented ∼51% of the total SWP.

This expansion-limited tree was employed as a tool to identify the conditions for which snowfall
can statistically be detected. The interpretation of these conditions and their physical meanings,
accordingly, allow a better understanding of the hierarchical variable selection that takes place in RF.
The next section discusses the advantages and limitations of the snowfall detection algorithm.

4. Discussion

The advantages of the present detection algorithm are discussed below. The large 2180-km swath
of microwave sounders enabled better spatial and temporal coverage compared to active microwave
measurements. Moreover, the MHS design and measurements were similar to those of AMSU-B
with only minor frequency changes. Both MHS and AMSU-B are included on board several satellites
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the European Organisation
for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) associated with the European Space
Agency (ESA). Therefore, MHS-type measurements began in 1999 on NOAA-15 and are still on
going aboard Metop-C. This study encourages their use in geo-observing and future space missions,
such as EarthCARE, to ensure the continuity of such measurements. The 20-year-long time series
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and the increased amount of data compared to CloudSat represent clear advantages for precipitation
characterization because fewer events are likely to be missed, and measurements are available up to 90◦N.

Our approach does present some limitations. One limitation concerns the CloudSat products.
Even though these products have been evaluated against various observations and datasets and
have shown good agreement (e.g., [46,47]), uncertainties remain, especially due to ground clutter
and the CloudSat blind zone. Further, instrument characteristics and algorithm assumptions may
lead to significant differences with respect to other satellite-based snowfall products [48]. The
consequent snowfall detection errors from CloudSat would impact the performance of the MHS
algorithm. Moreover, due to the finer horizontal resolution of CPR, several CPR profiles were
averaged over each MHS measurement. Over one MHS pixel, multiple CloudSat profiles can
indicate different precipitation flags detected by 2C-PC, and several methods can be considered
to address this issue. We removed the ambiguous profiles to minimize the initial uncertainties in
our dataset. Regression trees and RF are sensitive to the training dataset, which necessitates caution
when interpreting the results, particularly the threshold values. Moreover, by definition, RF cannot
extrapolate outside its training data. Using two years of co-located observations, we were able to
sample a large range of snowfall events. However, extreme events outside our spectrum of observation
remain possible. In addition, the snowfall detection algorithm depends on IWV and T2m, which
are obtained from ERA-Interim. T2m tends to have a warm bias when compared to Arctic buoy
observations, which is more pronounced in the winter months [49]. ERA-Interim is also known to be
drier than most reanalyzes [50,51], especially regarding snowfall, which may be related to its high
rainfall to precipitation ratio. Even though most favorable cases for snowfall detection are likely to be
in a mild and wet environment, the snowfall detection might be affected by a low temperature bias.
Therefore, sensitivity tests to errors in T2m and IWV need to be conducted.

Other reanalyzes could also be used, such as ERA5 or the Arctic System Reanalysis, which exhibit
T2m and IWV values closer to those of polar station measurements than the ERA-Interim values [52].
In this study, we focused on passive instrument angles of less than 15◦. As we approach the edge
of the swath, the MHS pixel size increases up to 26 km × 50 km, whereas the CloudSat footprint
(1.7 km × 1.4 km) remains unchanged. Using remote sensing observations with high horizontal
resolution differences may be inappropriate. Moreover, the BT varies as a function of the angle due to
the polarization and the path into the atmosphere. Skofronick-Jackson and Johnson [19] reported that,
depending on the snowfall event, the hydrometeor contribution to the BT can increase significantly at
an angle of 53◦ compared to at nadir. Further studies are needed to investigate whether large angles
can also be considered. Finally, the impact of supercooled water on the BT needs to be investigated
because it may mask the snowfall signal due to emission from liquid water [20,24,25]. This is a rather
common phenomenon in the Arctic and requires additional research.

5. Conclusions

The aim of our study was to assess the potential use of PMW observations for detecting snowfall
at Arctic latitudes. Innovative methods (the random forest (RF) classifier and decision trees) were used
to obtain the following main results.

1. We developed an algorithm using MHS observations and environmental variables to detect
snowfall in the Arctic. This algorithm attests to the importance of the near surface temperature and
the brightness temperature (BT) at 190.3 GHz and 183.3 ± 3 GHz and highlights the importance
of IWV for snowfall detection. Unlike lower latitude studies, measurements at 190.3 GHz and
183.3 ± 3 GHz were found to capture most of the scattering signatures under Arctic conditions,
while commonly-used frequencies (e.g., 157 GHz) contained nearly no information concerning
snowfall detection.

2. The overall probability of detection (POD) was close to 0.62 and was between 0.8 and 0.9 for
profiles above 200 g m−2, which indicates that the algorithm performs better for intense snowfall
events than for weak snowfall events. However, POD did not reach one, meaning that the
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snowfall detection was not statistically certain, even for the most intense events, which could
imply further difficulties for snowfall quantification. For the ∼200,000 test profiles, the algorithm
yielded 10.2% false negatives and 8.7% false positives.

3. Snowfall occurrence differences between CloudSat and the RF algorithm using MHS observations
were computed. On average, the snowfall occurrence of CloudSat was 4% higher than that of
MHS. These differences were up to 30% over Greenland and the Alaska Range likely due to
the dryness of these areas and were as much as −30% over the North Atlantic likely due to the
occurrence of mixed phase precipitation.

4. The hierarchical variable selection in the snowfall detection algorithm, based on RF,
was interpreted using a single decision tree as an analyzing tool. This expansion-limited tree
identified the most important conditions for which snowfall could be statistically detected as
being the scattering by snowflakes and a humid and mild troposphere. The interpretation of these
conditions allowed the selection made by the RF algorithm to be better understood.

5. Future studies should investigate the sensitivity of the BT to snowfall rates in order to develop a
snowfall quantification algorithm in the Arctic.
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